We have devised a method to generate non-overlapping random dot patterns for light guides and diffuser films in liquid crystal displays (LCDs). Molecular-dynamics-based algorithms are being for this purpose and have been proven to generate high quality dot patterns. The key technical challenge is how to remove inter-dot overlap that leads to visible roughness in the luminance distribution. In this paper, we describe a new overlap removal method that penalizes the overlap of dots and minimizes the sum of the penalties by using a nonlinear optimization technique. Through computational experiments with real world data, we show that our optimization-based method runs faster than an existing simulation-based method and generates dot patterns with comparable quality.
INTRODUCTION
Simulation-based techniques are widely recognized as powerful tools for manufacturing. Examples include the finite element method (Kamnerdtong et al. 2008; Liu 2000) , discrete event simulation (Sharda and Bury 2010, Alexander 2006) , and scenario analysis in production systems (Choi et al. 2002; Pickardt et al. 2010) . This paper addresses a particular application in liquid-crystal display (LCD) manufacturing. Figure 1 shows a conventional structure for an edge-lit backlight unit for an LCD, where a number of optical components such as CCFL (cold cathode fluorescent lamp), diffuser film, and prism sheet are used to obtain uniform luminance across the display. As indicated in the figure, light scatterers are placed on the surface of the prism sheet and diffuser film. By optimizing the distribution of the scatterer pattern (AKA the dot pattern), uniform luminance can be obtained. Our work seeks to develop a faster method for generating high-quality dot patterns.
In the LCD manufacturing process, the design of light guide and diffuser film is one of the most difficult steps. In general, a dot pattern on the light guide and diffuser film must satisfy a number of requirements: The dot patterns should be (1) properly irregular and (2) sufficiently uniform. In addition, (3) the method should be capable of providing arbitrary density gradation. If the first requirement is not satisfied, the resulting dot pattern may cause moiré patterns in the luminance distribution (Figure 2 ). Unless the second requirement is satisfied, the resulting dot pattern may cause visible roughness (Figure 3) .
For this task, a molecular-dynamics-simulation-based approach is known to produce good optical quality, and has been used in high-end LCDs. However, it is computationally expensive and has quality problems at the edges. Idé et al. (2003) proposed a two-phase algorithm to generate the dot patterns. In the first phase they generate a dot pattern by using low discrepancy sequences (LDS) (Tezuka 1993 ) instead of pseudo-random numbers to introduce irregularity into the dot distribution with less inter-dot overlap. In the second phase, the algorithm modifies the dot distribution by using a molecular dynamics redistribution method to remove inter-dot overlaps in the dot pattern. Chang and Lee (2007) and Chang, Fang, and Ju (2009) also proposed similar molecular-dynamics-simulation-based redistribution algorithms for the dots. Meanwhile, Chang and Fang (2007) proposed an approach to optimize the dot radii iteratively, where the dot positions are fixed, i.e., the dots are on predefined grid points. We propose a new approach to the random dot pattern generation task. We first generate an initial dot pattern from a dot-density-and-simulation-based method. Then we replace each dot with a circle at an appropriate radius computed from the dot density and eliminate the overlap among the circles by applying a nonlinear optimization technique. Finally we place the dots at the positions of the circles. Using real world data, we show that our approach drastically reduces the computational costs while producing better quality scatterer patterns at the edges.
Our approach is an innovative paradigm because (1) the optimization formulation gives a macroscopic insight into the microscopic molecular dynamics simulation and (2) our approach greatly accelerates the design of the dot distributions. We demonstrate the optimization is useful to obtain a steady state in a simulation by formulating an appropriate optimization problem from the microscopic interactions among objects, where the objects correspond to the dots in this task. A typical approach in simulations is to model the global characteristics by defining microscopic interactions among the objects and our approach is similar. The difference is that we define the global objective function from the microscopic interactions among the objects and use an optimization technique to obtain a (locally) optimal solution. Simulation-based methods are suitable for tracing the changes of the system for entire periods of time, but they may take a long time to converge to a steady state. Meanwhile optimization-based methods are designed to quickly converge to a (locally) optimal solution. Note that the optimal solution in optimization corresponds to the steady state in a simulation.
Optimization-based techniques are used in manufacturing. For example, Beham et al. (2009) optimized a facility layout scenario by using metaheuristics. Villarreal et al. (2008) proposed a combination of simulation and optimization for the control of injection molding. They obtained the values of the objective function by simulation and optimize the values iteratively. To the best of our knowledge, there is no optimization-based approach for dot-position design in LCDs.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we describe an existing simulation-based approach. In Section 3 we introduce our new optimization-based approach for random dot pattern generation with no inter-dot overlaps. We show the experimental results in Section 4 and offer concluding remarks in Section 5.
SIMULATION-BASED APPROACH
In this section we briefly illustrate an existing simulation-based approach by Idé et al. (2003) . Given a domain and dot density in the domain, they consider the task to generate a dot pattern whose distribution is random and uniform. Note that the domain corresponds to a light guide or a diffuser film. Idé et al. (2003) proposed an algorithm which consists of two phases.
1. Generate an initial dot pattern from the given density. Idé et al. (2003) utilized low discrepancy sequences so as to make a random dot distribution which is relatively uniform compared with the dot distribution by using pseudo-random numbers. 2. Modify the initial dot pattern to make the dot distribution uniform. They applied the molecular dynamics simulation by defining interaction forces between dots.
They demonstrated that this method effectively improved luminance uniformity and outperformed a naive method by pseudo-random numbers.
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Initial Dot Pattern Generation
We introduce a dot pattern generation by low discrepancy sequences in this subsection. We consider a situation where the domain is divided into m equal size rectangles {R 1 , . . . , R m }, whose size is L x × L y , and a density ρ i is assigned to R i (i = 1, . . . , m). Note that the density ρ i is defined by the proportion of the total area of dots in R i to the area of R i . The total number of dots n is computed from the density ρ i and the area of R i . We introduce the probability P i of hitting R i in a "dart-throwing game" with dots by
). An initial dot pattern is generated by repeating the following tasks n times.
1. Generate a three-dimensional LDS defined within [0, 1] 3 and take a point (U 0 , U 1 , U 2 ). 2. Choose k from 1, . . . , m which satisfies the following condition: Idé et al. (2003) showed that the resulting dot pattern by LDS had less visible roughness than that by pseudo-random numbers. We incorporate the dot pattern generation by LDS into our approach too.
Molecular-Dynamics-Simulation-Based Adjustment of Dot Patterns
We briefly describe a molecular-dynamics-simulation-based method to adjust dot patterns by Idé et al. (2003) in this subsection. This method is the state-of-the-art and also utilized in other approaches, e.g., (Chang and Lee 2007; Chang, Fang, and Ju 2009) .
They defined an interaction force f ij between dots i and j by
where D and b ij are parameters. They computed the positions of the dots from the following equation of motion
They approximated this equation as a difference equation
and computed x i (t) with sufficient small ∆t. They showed that their method improved the uniformity of an initial dot pattern. However, we found two drawbacks of this approach.
First, this method runs slow if there are some regions where the density is very small. When they solve the equation (2) of motion, they calculate the sum of the interaction forces (1) between dots. If D is small, they can omit some computation because the forces are 1 for many cases. However, since the parameter D and the squared root of the density are inversely proportional, the regions with low densities increase D.
Second, there are some dots moving to regions with zero density in the resulting dot pattern. See the right figure of Figure 4 . (2003) with "Tsuno" instance (Some dots move to empty space depicted by a dashed ellipse where the dot density is zero).
OPTIMIZATION-BASED APPROACH
In this section we introduce a new optimization-based approach to the dot pattern generation. The outline of our approach is similar to the simulation-based approach by Idé et al. (2003) described in Section 2. We generate an initial dot pattern by LDS and then adjust the dot positions to remove inter-dot overlaps. See Algorithm 1 and Figure 5 for the outline of our approach. The difference between the simulation-based approach and the optimization-based approach is that we adopt an optimization technique, which is called the multi-sphere scheme by Imamichi and Nagamochi (2007) , in order to eliminate inter-dot overlaps instead of the molecular dynamics simulation. The multi-sphere scheme is an approach to design efficient algorithms that compute compact layouts of given objects for the packing problem in 2D and 3D space. In the multi-sphere scheme, we first approximate each object by a set of spheres, and then search for positions of all the spheres that minimize an appropriate penalty function. For this, they formulated the problem of finding a layout of sets of spheres as an unconstrained optimization problem. This optimization problem can provide us an efficient procedure for modifying a given layout into a new layout with no overlap, where such a layout is obtained as a locally optimal solution to the optimization problem. Approximating objects by spheres makes it easy to check collisions of objects and handle rotations of objects by arbitrary angles. Note that the multi-sphere scheme is very general and can handle both rigid and deformable objects and we use the rigid case.
Algorithm 1 : OptDot(ρ) Input: Domain C, dot density ρ, dot radius r 0 . Output: Dot pattern {x * 1 , . . . , x * n }. 1: Generate an initial dot pattern {x 1 , . . . , x n } by LDS with ρ (Section 2.1).
(Note that the number n of dots are determined here. We call x i the position of dot i.) 2: Compute the circle radius r i for each dot i (Section 3.3).
(Note that a circle corresponds to dot i is denoted by S i , whose center is positioned at x i and radius is r i .) 3: Remove overlaps of the set of circles {S 1 , . . . , S n } (Section 3.1). 4: Replace the circles in the resulting layout by dots.
We add two new ideas to obtain ideal dot patterns. First idea is to approximate each dot by a single circle at an appropriate radius that is determined by the density. If a dot pair is close to each other, the corresponding circles collide each other to be separated. Second idea is to assign a square region, which we call a container, to each circle that restricts the motion of the circle. We let the edge length of a container four times longer than the radius of the circle (Figure 8 ). Because it keeps the initial dot layout to some extent, the resulting dot layout also keeps randomness which prevents moiré patterns.
Formulation
In this section we formulate the circle overlap removal problem to make an initial dot pattern uniform. We consider following three types of penalties:
1. Penalty of overlap between circles (see Figure 6 ). 2. Penalty of protrusion of circles from the domain C (see Figure 7) . 3. Penalty of protrusion of each circle from the container assigned to the circle (see Figure 8) .
The formulation has a global objective function which is the sum of the three types of penalties with no constraint. The decision variables are the positions of the circles, which correspond to the dot positions. A solution whose objective function value equals to zero gives a layout of circles where no two circles intersect and all circles do not protrude neither from the domain nor from the containers.
Let A be the complement of a set A, ∂A be the boundary of A, and int(A) = A \ ∂A be the interior of A. After translating circle S by a translation vector x ∈ R 2 , the resulting layout of circle is denoted by S ⊕ x = {t + x | t ∈ S}. The penetration depth (Agarwal et al. 2000) of two circles S and T is defined by δ(S, T ) = min{ x | int(S) ∩ (T ⊕ x) = ∅, x ∈ R 2 }, where · denotes the Euclidean norm. For circles S i and S j , the penetration depth of them is
For a circle S i and a complement R of a rectangle, the penetration depth δ(S i , R) is calculated easily too. We then formally define the circle overlap removal problem by
subject to x i ∈ R 2 , 1 ≤ i ≤ n as an unconstrained nonlinear optimization problem. Note that all penalties contained in the objective function are differentiable. It is required to enumerate all colliding pairs of circles to compute the objective function (3) and its gradient. We apply the fast algorithm to detect all colliding pairs by Imamichi and Nagamochi (2008) . This algorithm splits the domain into thin slabs and applies a plane sweep method to each slab. It requires O(n log n + K) time, where K is the number of colliding pairs of circles. This time complexity is proven to be optimal by Imamichi and Nagamochi (2008) . In Figure 9 we split the domain into three slabs. The circles checked by the plane sweep method applied to the middle slab are depicted in gray color. Imamichi, Numata, Mizuta, and Idé
Limited Memory BFGS Method
To solve the circle overlap removal problem (3) we apply the Limited Memory BFGS (L-BFGS) method by Liu and Nocedal (1989) . L-BFGS method is a variant of the quasi-Newton method for large scale unconstrained nonlinear optimization problems, which is known to converge quickly to a locally optimal solution in practice.
L-BFGS method optimizes a b-dimensional minimization problem minimize f (z) subject to z ∈ R b
by applying a line search iteratively into the direction d k = −H k g k , where H k is an approximate inverse Hessian and g k is the gradient in the kth iteration. Let
+ . . .
Since L-BFGS method requires O(n) space under the assumption that m is constant, it is suitable for large scale problems. We adopt L-BFGS method because we deal with the cases with more than 100,000 dots. Note that the parameter m is recommended to be in the range 3 ≤ m ≤ 7 by Liu and Nocedal (1989) , where we let m = 6 in our experiments.
Circle Radius
We explain how to determine radii of circles that replace the dots. By giving appropriate radii to the circles, we realize the uniformity of the dot patterns. Let r 0 be the dot radius and ρ be a dot density by area in a specific region X i . Note that ρ is equal to the proportion of total area of dots to the area of whole space. Let r be the radius of a circle that replace a dot in X i .
We design r from the density ρ in the densest packing of circles in the plane, i.e., the hexagonal lattice. The radius r of the circles placed in the hexagonal lattice is equal to
Through preliminary experiments, we found that resulting dot patterns computed using the radius r had visible roughness to some extent. This is because the radius computed from the layout of circles where the circles touch each other. Hence, we adopt a slightly bigger radius r instead of r defined by
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EXPERIMENTS
We conducted experiments using real world data and compare the results with the results by Idé et al. (2003) . We implement our algorithm by C++. We set the maximum number of iterations to 200 for both algorithms. We run both algorithms on the same PC with Core 2 Duo T9300 CPU (2.5GHz).
We use three instances of real world data, which is called Tsuno, Chokka and LED. Table 1 shows the number of dots of the instances. The dot radius r 0 is equal to 46µm for all instances. Figure 10 and Table 2 show the computation time for each instance. Our algorithm runs much faster for all instances. We compare the quality of the resulting dot distribution by the number of overlapping or very close dot pairs because such dot pairs cause visible roughness. Table 3 and Table 4 show the number of dot pairs which collide each other (the distance between dot centers is less than 46µm) and the number of dot pairs which do not intersect each other but are very close (the distance between dot centers is less than 60µm), respectively. For all instances, the results by our algorithm contains less dot pairs which are overlapping or very close.
We show the resulting dot patterns by our algorithm for all instances. Figure 5 , Figure 11 , Figure 12 is the results of LED, Chokka, Tsuno instances, respectively. We can see that our algorithm succeeded to generate uniform dot distributions. Also we show a comparison at an edge in Figure 4 . We observed that the result by ours algorithm has fewer number of dots moving to the empty space, thanks to the containers assigned to the circles.
CONCLUSION
We have proposed a new optimization-based approach to random dot pattern generation. In our method, we first generate an initial random dot pattern using a randomized LDS, and then remove unwanted inter-dot Imamichi, Numata, Mizuta, and Idé 
